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Imagine a world between us—an altar of beloved objects made precious by our ritual actions,

moments of attention and grace. That this sacred space means anything at all, it is our making of

it. This is a holy site made sacred by our bodies, and a ritual promise to return again and again.

In this exhibition, The SHRINE, we hold dear the collective work of Naomi Chambers, Renee

Cox, Mary Martin, LaKeisha Wolf, Alisha Wormsley and sarah huny young. Curated with care

by Jessica Gaynelle Moss, these six artists —Black women artist mother caregivers — offer an

invitation to the rich terrain of entanglements. Identities so intimate and so entwined that we

would be hard pressed to find where one ends, and another begins. And it is not necessary.

Whether you exist in these bodies, as I do, in part, or not at all, this work insists on rigorous

attention. On consciousness.

We find in this installation of film, video, collage, sculpture, portraiture and performance

expressions of honor, ancestry, womanhood, self-care, personal growth and community care.

Black artist mother caregivers exist within intricate patterns of care. Each cannot be mistaken for

the other, nor replaced. And, to know one is not to know all.

This work stands in a long tradition of radical Black woman art making. Art made a vessel for

living wisdom. Awake to what passes between us, sewn into our existence, truths we might have

long forgotten we ever knew. And, with our deepest attention, we make a ritual practice of

acknowledgement, of the kind Toni Morrison, Audre Lorde, Lucille Clifton, Sonia Sanchez, Toi

Derricotte, Tracy K. Smith, Nikky Finney, Yona Harvey, Alice Walker, my grandmothers

Princess and Violet, my mother (Marilyn), my many aunties (blood and otherwise), my sisters,

nieces, and daughter, and many, many more wise women remind me to perform, again and

again.  

Any real or useful engagement with the work of Black women artist mother caregivers requires a

kind of embodied listening to what’s felt—what moves you in the body. If we are to make of this



landscape something more beautiful, a life more beautiful, we will have to “hear with your

bones.”1 Some will miss the call. And some might be unbelievers. If you are unmoved, give

attention to that too.

That these installations mean anything to us is possible insofar as these Black women artist

mother caregivers mean anything to us. Can we love the work and despise the maker? Some say

yes and make every effort to do so. And therein lies a problem for all Black art making. In a

world of exceptionality, of individual genius, of authorship rather than co-authorship, of the

original and not origin, the work and the maker is most vulnerable. Admirers (critics too),

maintain a safe distance, gone at the first sight of trouble. And this has no real value to any of us,

and certainly not to Black women artist mother caregivers. If our attention is rooted in mutuality,

we might come to mean something more to each other in ways that make possible a mutuality,

which is necessary and rooted in abounding respect (and dare I say, love)—"love without a

limit”—bow our heads to Queen Mary J.

Disassembling myths breaks human stride and spirit. Before we know it, we are living only in

reaction to, which is not living, or hardly living at all.  As one of my wise woman friends would

say, “good thing you don’t look like what you’ve been through.” This fact of strength (and the

look of it) is a self-determining thing, a generative thing and a prideful thing too. We make of

burden an elevated self; a Black womanhood thick with strength. And there is no mistaking it,

Black artist mother caregivers are strong. There is no choice in the matter. Without our strength

we all would perish. Still, we make room, too, for vulnerability essential to our humanness. We

are human in fact. 

This is Pittsburgh. This is a place of precarious Black womanhood.  We desperately seek, make

and make again, spaces to belong. Space to be free from wrestling accusations. Shrouded from

assaults made of myth and misperceptions. Gasping for air.  Still, we carry truth and magic. In

this sanctuary, we will hold the entirety of Black woman artist mother caregiver sacred. We

practice by bringing rigorous attention to our own experience. How might our encounter with

this work, with ourselves in this work, call us to a more precise set of community actions?

1 Yona Harvey, “Harmony Holiday”



Imagine how you might break up, break down, strip away, tear apart the near silent disregard

settled so comfortably within and between our three rivers? We are called to attention.

In this sanctuary made for us by these Black women artist mother caregivers we are, as they are,

worthy of empathy. We are made hallowed by association. We will hold our collective

commitments. We will practice the art of holding together. We will hold space and time sacred.

We will imagine. We will ask again and again: what are we prepared to give and what are we

prepared to receive?

In the presence of their care and attention, we acknowledge that no matter how much we give, or

have given, we too are beneficiaries.

This is fertile ground.

++

In the making of this piece, I must acknowledge the following materials which offered
inspiration and guidance.
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